
Standard trade terms
Art. 1341, paragraph 1, CC - Standard trade terms
Standard trade terms that have been drafted in advance by one of the parties are effective
towards the other if, at the moment of entering into the contract, that party was aware of them
or should have been aware of them using ordinary diligence.

Example 1: If Bill takes a train, and is not aware that a supplement to the normal fare is payable
on certain trains, provided Bill could have or should have known by using ordinary
diligence that the State Railways require a supplement to be paid for travel on fast 
trains, then that is contained in the contract (= Bill is obliged to pay it).

Example 2: Paul leaves his car in a supermarket carpark. At the entrance a sign clearly states that
the carpark management applies a penalty to car owners who leave the car in the car-
park over night. In this case, Paul can’t refuse to pay the penalty claiming that
he didn’t see/read the sign.

⇒ What are the features of Art. 1341, paragraph 1, CC?
Contractual autonomy implies that each contract has legal effects only as desired by the
parties. An essential element of every contract is a “genuine” agreement between the
parties (cf. Art. 1325 CC).
In this case, it is assumed that certain contents of the contract that the party was not aware
of at the moment of entering into the contract, form part of the contract … so long as he/she
could have been aware of them using ordinary diligence!

N.B: In essence, it is assumed that certain contents form part of the contract
even if one of the parties to it has not expressed his/her will about it.



Art. 1341, paragraph 2, CC - Standard trade terms
In any case, terms that establish, for the party who drafted them in advance, limitations of lia-
bility, the power of withdrawing from the contract or of suspending its performance, or which 
impose time limits involving forfeitures on the other party, limitations on the power to raise de-
fenses, restrictions on contractual freedom in relations with third parties, tacit extension or re-
newal of the contract, arbitration clauses, or derogations from the competence of courts, are 
ineffective unless specifically approved in writing.

In other words, the principle ignorantia legis non excusat (“ignorance of [the 
existence of] a rule of law is no excuse”),  that usually applies to the law, also 
applies towards the party setting down the terms. 

Example: I can’t avoid a provision of the law that prohibits to build less than three metres from
my neighbour by claiming ignorance of it. Similarly, I can’t get out of paying the fare
supplement on the grounds that I didn’t know that a higher fare was payable on that
type of train.

Art. 1341, paragraph 1, CC therefore clearly advantages the party setting down the 
terms, inasmuch as he/she can assert his/her standard trade terms provided that they

have been adequately publicised (= that is, they have been made recognisable).

Example: An envelope which John had sent by courier is lost. It had contained a new Rolex.  
Paul seeks CHF 5.000 in compensation. The carrier objects that its standard trade terms
limit his liability to CHF 100. 

⇒ Did the system of protecting the other party laid down by the law work?
⇒ Why not?

[Stt]
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Specific approval in writing of terms listed in Art. 1341, paragraph 2, CC



Let’s consider a vacuum cleaner. 
Imagine that, at the moment when the vacuum cleaner is sold, you sign a term which says that, 
should there be a fault in the machine, the purchaser undertakes to take it back to the nearest 
authorised centre. Repair is free.
In this way, the producer clearly makes the purchaser responsible for a cost
(transporting the vacuum cleaner to the retailer) which would otherwise
fall to the seller, since a fault in the vacuum cleaner represents
non-performance of the contract (cf. Art. 1218 CC).

1h = 16 CHF
15 min. = 4 CHF

The probability that a vacuum cleaner is faulty is: P(x) = 1:100
If the vacuum cleaner is bought without the stt
being read, the current value of the opp. cost is:E(OC) = OC x P(x) = 4 x 1/100 = CHF 0.04 

The prospective purchaser has the following choice: 
1. - sign the contract without reading the stt set down by the other party;

2. - read and assess the stt and possibly seek a change.

⇒ Which of the two is the economically rational choice?

In terms of opportunity cost (OC), then, assuming that the time needed
to take the vacuum cleaner to the nearest retailer is 15 minutes: 

1.

[includes cost of transport by car]OC ≈ 4 CHF



2. Suppose that the potential purchaser reads the term and then succeeds in being relieved 
by the retailer of the obligation to return the faulty vacuum cleaner to the point of sale.
Reading all the standard trade terms, and then negotiating, requires the “investment” 
of 15 minutes by the potential purchaser.

1h = 16 CHF

E(OC)= 0.04 CHF E(OC) ≈ 4 CHF⇔
Agreeing to a contract drafted in advance by others without 

even reading it is, therefore, economically rational.

15 min. = 4 CHF OC = 4 CHF 

E(OC) = OC x P(x) = OCThe opportunity cost, in this second hypothesis, is always:

Since it is an expense that the potential purchaser always has to bear: P(x) = 1

Consider the situation of the party drafting the terms in advance.
Supposing that the the party setting down the terms also needs 15 minutes to take back a faulty
vacuum cleaner, an opportunity cost OC = 4 CHF is involved for every faulty vacuum cleaner.
This is a cost that the party setting down the terms passes on to the consumer, introducing
some stt that burden the consumer with the transport costs. The overall “saving” (OS) can be 
considerable. 

OS = OC x Q x P(x) = 4 CHF x 20.000 x 1/100 = CHF 800
If, hypothetically, 20,000 vacuum cleaners are sold, then: …



⇒ Why does the law (Artt. 1341 and 1342 CC) favour the party setting down the stan-
dard trade terms, who is nearly always a business person?

⇒ Is the law perhaps biassed?
The system laid down by the law didn’t work because it’s based on the unrealistic assumption, 
that the other party actually reads the stt drafted in advance.  
In fact, in Art. 1341, paragraph 2, CC, the regulations on standard trade terms provide for only
one formal check, not of the content of the contract (substantial check):
ie, if there is the double signature, the contract is valid in any case!

Directive on unfair terms

EU Directive 93/13 on unfair terms provides for a court scrutiny of the terms which is not
(solely) formal, but extends to the «balance» of rights and duties flowing from such term
(substantial check).

⇒ Why doesn’t the vacuum cleaner manufacturer offer more favourable stt with the objective
of gaining a larger market share?

Art. 33 ff. Consumer Code give effect in Italy to EU Directive 93/13 on unfair terms.

→ The same regulations exist, with some variations, in all European Union countries!

N.B:
Essentially, the party setting down the terms takes advantage of a market 

failure inherent in the unilateral contract provisions to the exclusive 
advantage of that party. This is contrary to the notion of good faith. 

In the UK: Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulation 1999 

→ objective
good faith



Unfair Terms
5. - (1) A contractual term which has not been individually negotiated shall be regarded 
as unfair if, contrary to the requirement of good faith, it causes a significant imbalance 
in the parties’ rights and obligations arising under the contract, to the detriment of the 
consumer.

Art. 33 Consumer Code - Unfair terms in Consumer contracts
In contracts between consumers and businesses, terms which, contrary to the require-
ment of good faith, cause a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations
under the contract to the detriment of the consumer shall not be binding on the consumer. 
Example: A term which provides for limited liability exclusively in favour of the party  

which drafted the contract in advance is, in principle, considered unfair even if it is
specifically approved in writing.

Art. 3 Consumer Code - Unfair terms in Consumer contracts
In relation to contracts, in the first paragraph, the consumer is the natural
person who acts for purposes which are outside his business. 
Businesses include a natural person or corporate identity, public or private, who
uses the contract within the sphere of his trade or professional activity.

A term which provides for limited liability exclusively in favour of the party which drafted the 
contract in advance cannot be considered unfair if it occurs in a contract between two busines-
ses (two business people) or between two consumers. 

The regulations on unfair terms apply exclusively
to contracts between businesses and consumers



Example 1: A term which provides for limited liability exclusively in favour of a carrier
can be asserted – if specifically approved in writing - towards a company 
that had sent documents to a branch abroad. The company cannot claim
that the term is not binding.

Example 2: You sell your mobile phone to a colleague. The term you lay down include a
provision that your colleague pay for the phone before raising objections. 
Such a term is never unfair according to Art. 33 Consumer Code.

Terms to which these Regulations apply
4. - (1) These Regulations apply in relation to unfair terms in contracts concluded 
between a seller or a supplier and a consumer.
Interpretation
3. - (1) In these Regulations:
“consumer” means any natural person who, in contracts covered by these Regulations, is acting
for purposes which are outside his trade, business or profession;
“seller or supplier” means any natural or legal person who, in contracts covered by these 
Regulations, is acting for purposes relating to his trade, business or profession, whether 
publicly owned or privately owned;

Art. 36, paragraph 1, Consumer Code – Nullity of protection
Terms considered unfair pursuant to arts. 33 and 34 are void. The remaining contract
is valid.

⇒ What actually happens if a term is unfair?

N.B: Generally, the consumer does not want the whole contract not
to be binding, but rather that the unfair term is not binding.



Das Guthaben verjährt 4 Jahre nach der Erstnutzung.

The credit expires 4 years after first use.



Art. 34, paragraph 3, Consumer Code - Verification of the unenforceability of terms
Terms that reproduce legal provisions or that are reproductions of legal provisions or
implementations of principles contained in international conventions to which all member
states of the European Union or the European Union are parties, are not unfair.

Example: In a contract of sale, the consumer does not want to obtain nullity of the 
(whole) contract, with the consequent obligation of giving back the asset
bought and the money. Rather, the consumer wants an unfair term to be 
declared not binding.

Art. 34, paragraph 2, Consumer Code – Determination of the unfair character of clauses
The evaluation of the unfair character of a clause has no relation to the determination of the 
subject matter of the contract or to the adequacy of the compensation payable for the property
and services, provided that such elements are identified in a clear and comprehensible manner.

⇒ Why is a term that were to grant to the insurer the right to withdraw from the contract in the 
cases of a breach of the duty of disclosure pursuant to Sect. 19 GICA not unfair?

Example: Sect. 19 - Duty of disclosure – German Insurance Contract Act (“GICA”)
(1) The policyholder shall disclose to the insurer before making his contractual ac-
ceptance the risk factors known to him which are relevant to the insurer’s decision to conclude 
the contract with the agreed content and which the insurer has requested in writing. 
If, after receiving the policyholder’s contractual acceptance and before accepting the contract, 
the insurer asks such questions as are referred to in the first sentence, the policyholder shall 
also be under the duty of disclosure as regards these questions.
(2) If the policyholder breaches his duty of disclosure under subsection (1), the insurer may 
withdraw from the contract.
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